Spectral distortions in the cosmic microwave background polarization
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Abstract. We compute the spectral distortions of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) polarization induced by non-linear effects in the Compton interactions between CMB photons and cold intergalactic electrons. This signal is of the y-type and is dominated by contributions arising from the reionized era. We stress that it is not shadowed by the thermal SZ effect which has no equivalent for polarization. We decompose its angular dependence into E- and B-modes, and we calculate the corresponding power spectra, both exactly and using a suitable Limber approximation that allows a simpler numerical evaluation. We find that B-modes are of the same order of magnitude as E-modes. Both spectra are relatively flat, peaking around ℓ = 280, and their overall amplitude is directly related to the optical depth to reionization. Moreover, we find this effect to be one order of magnitude larger than the non-linear kinetic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect in galaxy clusters. Finally, we calculate the cross-correlation of our signal with the (larger) y-type intensity distortion, and find that it is of the same order of magnitude as the auto-correlation of polarization distortion.
1 Introduction

The Planck mission has recently provided exquisite maps of the temperature anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation, from which angular spectra and cosmological parameters were extracted [1]; measurements of the polarized signal, especially in the E-modes, will be released soon. More generally, the CMB has been the leading probe of cosmology in the past decades, mainly because its physics is well described by linear perturbation theory, in sharp contrast with the highly non-linear dynamics of large scale structure formation, which involves density fluctuations of order unity. However, the precision of current CMB measurements is such that non-linear effects cannot be ignored anymore. For example, lensing effects by the foreground distribution of matter have to be taken into account in the angular power spectra of the CMB [2], and the lensing potential has even been reconstructed from the connected four-point correlation function of the temperature fluctuations [3]. Furthermore, the three-point correlation function has been used to provide stringent limits on primordial non-Gaussianity and to detect the correlation between the gravitational lensing and the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect [4]. It thus becomes clear that the CMB science will now be driven by the study of non-linear effects.
In this respect, an effect that has comparatively received much less attention than the ones aforementioned is the study of the frequency dependence of the CMB. At linear level, no deviation from a blackbody spectrum is generated\footnote{In the absence of phenomena that inject energy into the primordial plasma.} and the spectral information is solely characterized by a direction-dependent temperature. However, in full generality, the observed CMB radiation depends non-trivially both on the direction of observation and on the energy, or frequency of the photons received. Future possible CMB experiments, such as PRISM \cite{5} or PIXIE \cite{6}, will map the intensity and linear polarization over the full sky in many spectral channels, allowing to probe with great accuracy the deviations from a pure blackbody spectrum, or so-called spectral distortions. Besides the well-known and already observed thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) effect \cite{7}, there exists a guaranteed minimal signal, generated before recombination, within the reach of these experiments \cite{8}. More generally, spectral distortions are a powerful probe of many physical phenomena that inject energy into the primordial plasma, such as dark matter annihilation or Silk damping of primordial density perturbations (see e.g. Refs. \cite{8–10}).

At the non-linear level, Compton collisions also induce deviations from a pure blackbody spectrum \cite{11} from the non-linear couplings of photons with the bulk velocity of baryons, $v_b$, during the reionized era. These distortions are mainly of the $y$-type and their angular spectrum has been computed numerically \cite{12}. However, since distortions of this type are also generated by the tSZ effect, this signal is shadowed by the contributions coming from unresolved point sources \cite{13}. Indeed, the thermal energy of electrons in a typical galaxy cluster, $k_B T_e$, is four orders of magnitude larger than their bulk motion kinetic energy, $m_e v_b^2/2$.

The situation is different when considering the frequency dependence of the CMB polarization, which is the topic of this paper. In this case, the tSZ effect is subdominant since it introduces only a correction of order $6k_B T_e/(m_e c^2) \sim 10^{-1}$ to the leading effect \cite{14}. The CMB polarization is generated by the local quadrupole of the radiation in the baryon rest frame \cite{15, 16}. This quadrupole can be intrinsic to the CMB as it was sourced by free-streaming since the last scattering surface, or it can be due to the local motion of baryons. However, only the second physical process, known in this context as the non-linear kinetic Sunyaev Zel’dovich (kSZ) effect \cite{17}, has a spectral dependence of the $y$-type \cite{14, 18}.

In this article, we consider the non-linear kSZ effect due to the bulk velocities of baryons in the intergalactic medium, and compute its unavoidable contribution to the $y$-type spectral distortion in polarization. We compare to previous results for the non-linear kSZ effect generated by clusters \cite{16}, and find that the intergalactic contribution is one order of magnitude larger.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In § 2, we first present the description of spectral distortions of the $y$-type in the linearly polarized CMB. We then discuss the dynamics of such type of distortion from the Boltzmann equation, and derive the general solution for the angular multipoles of the $E$- and $B$-modes of distortions. In § 3, we obtain the exact expression for their angular power spectra, and present a suitable Limber approximation. We finally present numerical results in § 4, both with the exact and approximate methods, and discuss our results.
We conclude in § 5 and gather some technical details in four appendices.

2 Describing the spectral distortions of polarization

2.1 The distribution function and its spectral decomposition

In this section, we introduce our set-up and notations, following Ref. [19] to which we refer the reader for more details. The description of polarized radiation is formulated by introducing a field of tetrad basis, i.e. a set of four vector fields $e^\mu_{(a)}$ ($a = 0, 1, 2, 3$) that satisfy

$$
\eta_{(a)(b)} = g_{\mu\nu} e^\mu_{(a)} e^\nu_{(b)}, \quad g_{\mu\nu} = \eta_{(a)(b)} e^\mu_{(a)} e^\nu_{(b)}
$$

where $g_{\mu\nu}$ is the spacetime metric. This defines everywhere a local frame which is used to separate the magnitude of the photon momentum from its direction [20]. We project the photon momentum $p^\mu$ onto the set of tetrads, using $p^\mu = p^{(a)} e^\mu_{(a)}$, and further define the comoving momentum $q$ and the photon direction $n^i (i = 1, 2, 3)$ as

$$
p^{(0)} = \frac{q}{a}, \quad p^{(i)} = \frac{q}{a} n^{(i)} \quad (i = 1, 2, 3)
$$

where $n^{(i)} n^{(i)} = 1$ and $a$ is the cosmological scale factor. Physically, with the choice $e^{(0)} \propto d\eta$ where $\eta$ denotes conformal time, the above $q$ is simply proportional to the energy measured by an observer whose wordline is orthogonal to constant time hypersurfaces: $q = a E_{\text{phys}}$.

To describe the polarized radiation in the statistical description, one has to introduce a Hermitian tensor-valued distribution function, $f_{\mu\nu}(\eta, \mathbf{x}, p^{(i)})$, such that

$$
\epsilon^\mu \epsilon^\nu f_{\mu\nu}(\eta, \mathbf{x}, p^{(i)})
$$

is the number density in phase space of photons at $(\eta, \mathbf{x}, p^{(i)})$ with polarization state vector $\epsilon^\mu$ (see Refs. [20, 21] and references therein). We also define the direction 4-vector of photons $n^\mu$ by $n^\mu \equiv n^{(i)} e^{(i)}$, with which we define the projection operator, also often called the screen projector, as

$$
S_{\mu\nu} \equiv g_{\mu\nu} + e^{(0)}_{\mu} e^{(0)}_{\nu} - n_{\mu} n_{\nu}.
$$

By definition, $S_{\mu\nu}$ is a projector onto the two dimensional hypersurface orthogonal to both $e^{(0)}_{\mu}$ and $n_{\mu}$, that is, the plane on which “lives” the complex-valued and Hermitian distribution function $f_{\mu\nu}$ describing the polarization of radiation\(^2\). The latter can be decomposed, in the absence of circular polarization - as relevant in the standard cosmological context - as\(^3\)

$$
f_{\mu\nu} \equiv \frac{1}{2} (I S_{\mu\nu} + P_{\mu\nu}) ,
$$

where $I$ is the intensity and the symmetric traceless tensor $P_{\mu\nu}$ encodes the two degrees of linear polarization, which are parametrized by the $Q$ and $U$ Stokes parameters, see § 3.

\(^2\)The distribution function verifies indeed $f_{\mu\nu} = S_{\mu}^{\alpha} S_{\nu}^{\beta} f_{\alpha\beta}$. See e.g. Refs. [19, 22] for more details.

\(^3\)Note that the $P_{\mu\nu}$ defined in this paper is equal to $2P_{\mu\nu}$ of Refs. [19, 22].
On the background Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-time, the distribution function is characterized solely by the intensity $I$, which follows a Planck distribution whose temperature $T$ depends only on time $\eta$ due to the symmetries of the FLRW universe. From the background Boltzmann equation, it is easily found that $T(\eta) = T_0 a_0/a(\eta)$ where $a_0$ and $T_0$ are respectively the scale factor and the background temperature today, so that, on the background, the intensity of the photons is described by a redshifted blackbody distribution,

$$I(\eta, q) = I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{a(\eta)T(\eta)} \right) = I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{a_0 T_0} \right), \quad \text{with} \quad I_{BB}(x) \equiv \frac{2}{(e^x - 1)}. \quad (2.6)$$

No spectral distortion is generated at first order in perturbation theory [23], under which approximation the intensity fluctuation can simply be described by a temperature fluctuation independent of the energy $q$. However, Compton scattering does induce spectral distortions at second order [24, 25], which can be described by introducing the so-called $y$ Compton parameter, entering into the Fokker-Planck expansion of the distribution function [11] as

$$I(q, n^{(i)}) \simeq I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{aT(n^{(i)})} \right) + y(n^{(i)}) q^{-3} \frac{\partial}{\partial \ln q} \left[ q^3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \ln q} I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{aT(n^{(i)})} \right) \right]$$

$$\quad = I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{aT(n^{(i)})} \right) + y(n^{(i)}) D_q^2 I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{aT(n^{(i)})} \right), \quad (2.7)$$

where

$$D_q^2 \equiv q^{-3} \frac{\partial}{\partial \ln q} \left( q^3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \ln q} \right) = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \ln q^2} + 3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \ln q} \quad (2.8)$$

and, for brevity, we have omitted the dependence of all quantities on the spacetime coordinates $x^\mu$. The only quantities in the expansion that depend on the propagation direction of the photon are the Compton parameter $y$ and the temperature $T$. This expansion is particularly convenient to describe spectral distortions. Indeed, as the number density of photon is given by $n \propto a^{-3} \int I q^2 dq$, the $y$ term does not contribute to the photon number density and the temperature $T$ is the temperature of the blackbody that would have the same number density.

Similarly, the spectral dependence of the polarization tensor can be split into a standard component $P_{\mu\nu}$, and a spectral distortion component $y_{\mu\nu}$ as [11, 19]

$$P_{\mu\nu}(q, n^{(i)}) \simeq -P_{\mu\nu}(n^{(i)}) \frac{\partial}{\partial \ln q} I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{aT(n^{(i)})} \right) + y_{\mu\nu}(n^{(i)}) D_q^2 I_{BB} \left( \frac{q}{aT(n^{(i)})} \right). \quad (2.9)$$

Note that this splitting is slightly different from the case of the intensity as there is no polarization on the background and hence no term corresponding to the first one in Eq. (2.7). Similarly to the $y$ parameter, it can be shown that Compton scattering generates a non-vanishing $y_{\mu\nu}$ only beyond first-order perturbation theory [19]. We name this term $y$-type distortion of linear polarization or polarization distortion for short. The component $P_{\mu\nu}$, on the other hand, describes the standard polarization [26]. Let us stress eventually that the temperature $T$ entering into Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) is a local quantity, which can itself be expanded around the background temperature as

$$T(\eta, n^{(i)}) \equiv T(\eta) \left[ 1 + \Theta(n^{(i)}) \right]. \quad (2.10)$$
2.2 Leading order solution of the Boltzmann equation

The time evolution of the distribution function $f_{\mu\nu}$ is governed by the Boltzmann equation. By expanding it at second order in perturbation theory, one can obtain the evolution equation for our quantity of interest $y_{\mu\nu}$. In the tetrad basis, it can be written in the form

$$y'_{(i)(j)} + n(t)\partial y_{(i)(j)} = \tau' \left( -y_{(i)(j)} + C^y_{(i)(j)} \right), \quad (2.11)$$

where a prime denotes derivation with respect to the conformal time $\eta$. The Thomson interaction rate is given by $\tau' \equiv a \bar{\pi}_e \sigma_T$, where $\bar{\pi}_e$ is the background density of free electrons and $\sigma_T$ is the Thomson scattering cross section. The explicit and lengthy expression of the collision term $C^y_{(i)(j)}$ can be found in Ref. [19]. Fortunately, we do not need its full expression as the leading order term can be easily identified as

$$C^y_{(i)(j)} = -\frac{1}{10} \left[ v_{(i)} v_{(j)} \right]_{\text{TT}} \quad (2.12)$$

where $v_{(i)}$ is the difference between the first-order baryon velocity $v_b$ and photon velocity $v_r$ in the tetrad basis (in the following we shall simply refer to $v_{(i)}$ as the baryon velocity), and where TT denotes the traceless screen-projected part

$$\left[ v_{(i)} v_{(j)} \right]_{\text{TT}} \equiv \left[ S_{(i)}^{(k)} S_{(j)}^{(l)} - \frac{1}{2} S_{(i)}^{(k)} S_{(j)}^{(l)} \right] v_{(k)} v_{(l)}. \quad (2.13)$$

The other terms in $C^y_{(i)(j)}$ involve quantities such as the temperature fluctuations $\Theta$, the Compton parameter $y$, and the polarization tensor $P_{\mu\nu}$. Because metric and photon perturbations do not grow, these quantities remain of the same order of the primordial potential $\Phi$ throughout the cosmic evolution. On the other hand, the baryon velocity $v_{(i)}$ after recombination ($\eta \gtrsim 280\text{Mpc}$) grows like $(k\eta)\Phi$, as shown in Fig. 1. As a result, when the baryons and the photons interact again during the era of reionization ($\eta \gtrsim 5000\text{Mpc}$), the $v^2$ term in (2.12) dominates over all the others in the collision term, which can therefore be safely neglected. Furthermore, we can ignore the contribution from $C^y_{(i)(j)}$ coming from the time of recombination, because it was then suppressed by the tight-coupling between photons and baryons by a factor $\propto k/\tau'$ [27–30]. We remark that these assumptions were numerically demonstrated in Ref. [12] in the context of the intensity spectral distortion.

Let us notice that because the distortion of polarization is, within our leading-order approximation, sourced only by quantities quadratic in first order perturbation theory, the tetrad basis can be considered for practical purposes to be calculated on the unperturbed background space-time. From now on we will therefore omit the parentheses in $y_{(i)(j)}$ and the likes and consider the indices $i, j \ldots$ as trivial spatial comoving indices.

In order to numerically compute the spectral distortion $y_{ij}$, we make use of the line of sight solution of the Boltzmann equation [31], which for (2.11) and in Fourier space formally reads\(^4\)

$$y_{ij}(\eta_0, k_i, n^j) = \int_{\eta_0}^{\eta_0} d\eta \tau' e^{-\tau} e^{-ik_i n^j(\eta)} C^y_{ij}(\eta, k_i, n^j) \quad (2.14)$$

\(^4\)Our convention for the Fourier transformation is such that for every real-space quantity $A(x)$, we define its Fourier transform as $A(k) = \int d^3x e^{-ik\cdot x} A(x)$. 
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where \( \frac{d\tau(\eta)}{d\eta} \equiv -\tau', \tau(\eta_0) = 0, r(\eta) \equiv \eta_0 - \eta \) is the comoving distance from us, \( \eta_0 \) is the present conformal time and \( \eta_{\text{re}} \) denotes a time slightly before the beginning of reionization. At leading order, replacing \( C^{ij}_{\text{y}} \) by \( C^{ij}_{\text{y}}(\text{L.O.}) \) in Eq. (2.14) provides an explicit integral solution once the first-order velocity \( v_i \) is known.

### 2.3 Multipolar expansion of the polarization distortion

We now proceed to a multipolar expansion of the distortion tensor \( y_{ij}(k, \hat{n}) \) (we omit the mention of \( \eta_0 \) from now on without ambiguity). We choose the z axis along the direction of the Fourier vector \( k \) of interest. The traceless projected tensor \( y_{ij}(k, \hat{n}) \) can then be expanded on the natural polarization basis \( m_i^\pm \) as \([32, 33]\)

\[
y_{ij}(k, \hat{n}) = \sum_{\pm} \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} \left[ E^{y}_{\ell m}(k) \pm iB^{y}_{\ell m}(k) \right] Y^{\pm}_{\ell m}(\hat{n}) \frac{Y^{\pm 2}_{\ell m}(\hat{n})}{N_\ell} m_i^\pm m_j^\pm 
\]  

(2.15)

where \( N_\ell \equiv i^\ell \sqrt{(2\ell + 1)/(4\pi)} \), \( m_i^\pm \equiv (\hat{e}_i^\theta \mp i\hat{e}_i^\phi)/\sqrt{2} \) with standard spherical coordinates, and where a hat on a vector indicates that it is of unit norm.

As for \( v_i \) sourcing \( y_{ij} \), it only contains a scalar mode in the standard cosmological model and reads

\[
v_i(\eta, k) = -i \hat{k}_i F(k, \eta) \Phi(k) 
\]  

(2.16)
where $Φ(\vec{k})$ is the primordial gravitational potential and $F(k, \eta)$ denotes the transfer function of the baryon velocity. From this, one can arrive at the multipolar decomposition of the leading order collision term (see Appendix A for the derivation):

$$C_{ij}^{y(L.O.)}(\eta, \vec{k}, \hat{n}) = \sum_{\ell, m, \pm} E[C^y_{\ell m}(k)] \frac{Y^{\pm 2}_{\ell m}(\hat{n})}{N_\ell} m_+^m m_-^j$$

where

$$E[C^y_{\ell m}(k)] = \delta_\ell^2 K \{ \mathcal{S}_m(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \Phi(k_1) \Phi(k_2) \}$$

and where

$$K\{\ldots\} \equiv \int d^3k_1 d^3k_2 (2\pi)^3 \delta_D(k_1 + k_2 - k) \ldots$$

denotes the convolution operator. The expression of the geometrical factor $S_m(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2)$ can be found in Eq. (A.11).

Similarly to the case of the standard polarization, the (leading-order) collision term from Thomson scattering only contains an electric part, i.e. the magnetic part $B[C^y_{\ell m}]$ vanishes identically. However, free-streaming does produce an observable magnetic pattern in the polarization distortion out of the pure $E$-modes from the collision term. This can be seen by inserting Eq. (2.17) into the expression (2.14) and by using the Rayleigh formula to expand $e^{-ik_i n^i_\tau}$ into spherical harmonics. The rules for the addition of spherical harmonics can then be used to obtain expressions for the electric and magnetic parts of the distortion tensor $y_{ij}$ analogous to the ones of the standard polarization [33]:

$$\frac{E^y_{\ell m}(k)}{2\ell + 1} = \mathcal{K} \left\{ \int_{\eta_{\text{re}}}^{\eta_{\text{po}}} d\eta g(\eta) [kr(\eta)] \mathcal{S}_m(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \Phi(k_1) \Phi(k_2) \right\}$$

$$\frac{B^y_{\ell m}(k)}{2\ell + 1} = \mathcal{K} \left\{ \int_{\eta_{\text{re}}}^{\eta_{\text{po}}} d\eta g(\eta) \beta^{(m)}_{\ell}(kr(\eta)) \mathcal{S}_m(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \Phi(k_1) \Phi(k_2) \right\}$$

where we defined the visibility function

$$g(\eta) = \tau' e^{-\tau}.$$  

The explicit expressions of the projection functions $\epsilon^{(m)}_\ell$ and $\beta^{(m)}_\ell$ are reported for completeness in Appendix D.

### 3 Angular power spectra of polarization spectral distortions

In the previous section we have defined the multipolar decomposition Eq. (2.15) of the Fourier components of the distortion tensor $y_{ij}$ and obtained the explicit expressions Eqs. (2.20)-(2.21) of its electric and magnetic parts. In this section, we relate these quantities to correlation functions of real-space observables.
3.1 Exact angular power spectra

Out of the distortion tensor, one can extract the distortion Stokes parameters $Q^y$ and $U^y$ defined as

$$y_{ij}(x, \hat{n}) = \sum_{\pm} (Q^y \pm i U^y)(x, \hat{n}) m_i^\pm m_j^\pm.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

The latter can be decomposed onto spherical harmonics as

$$(Q^y \pm i U^y)(x, \hat{n}) = \sum_{\ell=2}^\infty \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} (e_{\ell m}^y(x) \pm i b_{\ell m}^y(x)) Y_{\ell m}^{\pm 2}(\hat{n}; \hat{e})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where in $Y_{\ell m}^{\pm 2}(\hat{n}; \hat{e})$ we have made it explicit that the spin-2 spherical harmonic is defined with respect to an (arbitrary) real-space axis $\hat{e}$, contrary to the previous section in which this axis was aligned with the Fourier wavevector of interest. We then define the angular power spectra as

$$C^{E^y}_\ell \equiv \langle |e_{\ell m}^y(x)|^2 \rangle \quad \text{and} \quad C^{B^y}_\ell \equiv \langle |b_{\ell m}^y(x)|^2 \rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

We do not consider the cross-correlation $\langle e_{\ell m}^y(x) b_{\ell' m'}^y(x) \rangle$ because it vanishes by parity conservation. In Appendix B, we give the relations between these power-spectra and angular correlation functions of spin-0 quantities built out of $Q^y$ and $U^y$.

Following standard calculations for the polarization, such as in Refs. [33, 34], the power spectra can be expressed as

$$(2\ell + 1)^2 C^{E^y}_\ell = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{m=-2}^{2} \int dk^2 Q^{E^y}_{\ell m}(k),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

and similarly for $C^{B^y}_\ell$, where we defined

$$\langle E_{\ell m}^y(k) E_{\ell' m'}^y(k') \rangle = (2\pi)^3 \delta_{\ell\ell'}^m \delta_{kk'} Q^{E^y}_{\ell m}(k) \delta_{mm'}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

The crucial difference between our set-up and the one of the standard polarization is that in the latter case, $E_{\ell m}$ and $B_{\ell m}$ are linear in the Gaussian variable $\Phi$ whereas $E_{\ell m}^y$ and $B_{\ell m}^y$ in Eqs. (2.20)-(2.21) are quadratic in the primordial potential $\Phi$, and hence involve a convolution operator. Using Wick theorem, one can find the following expressions:

$$Q^{E^y}_{\ell m}(k) = \frac{2(2\ell + 1)^2}{(2\pi)^3} \int \! d^3k_1 P(k_1) P(k_2) \left| S_m(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) \right|^2 \left| \int_{\eta_\Re} d\eta \, g(\eta) e_{\ell m}^{(m)}[kr(\eta)] F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right|^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

$$Q^{B^y}_{\ell m}(k) = \frac{2(2\ell + 1)^2}{(2\pi)^3} \int \! d^3k_1 P(k_1) P(k_2) \left| S_m(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) \right|^2 \left| \int_{\eta_\Re} d\eta \, g(\eta) \beta_{\ell m}^{(m)}[kr(\eta)] F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right|^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)
where \( P(k) \) is the primordial power spectrum of the potential \( \Phi \), defined as

\[
\langle \Phi(k) \Phi^*(k') \rangle = (2\pi)^3 \delta^3_D(k - k') P(k),
\]

and where it is understood that \( k_2 = k - k_1 \). Because of statistical isotropy, the integrands in Eqs. (3.6)-(3.7) do not depend on the azimuthal angle of \( k_1 \) around \( k \). Therefore the Fourier integrals there are only truly two-dimensional, that is, \( d^3k_1 = 2\pi k_1^2 dk_1 \sin \theta_{k_1} d\theta_{k_1} \), where \( \theta_{k_1} \) denotes the angle between \( k_1 \) and \( k \). Let us note eventually that \( Q^E_{\ell,1} = Q^{yE}_{\ell,1} \) and \( Q^{Ey}_{\ell,-2} = Q^{Ey}_{\ell,2} \). For this reason, we simply call in the following the spectra the sum of the \( m = -1 \) and \( m = 1 \) contributions (and similarly for \( m = 2 \)).

### 3.2 Limber approximation

In the small scale limit, one can simplify the exact results in Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6)-(3.7) by using the Limber approximation [35] (see also Refs. [36, 37]). Noting that the functions \( \epsilon^{(m)}_\ell \) and \( \beta^{(m)}_\ell \) are built out of the spherical Bessel functions \( j_\nu \) and their derivatives (see Appendix D), and using that for a slowly varying function with respect to the oscillations of the \( j_\nu \)’s,

\[
\int_0^\infty f(x) j_\nu(x) = \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2\nu}} f(\nu) + O\left(\frac{1}{\nu^2}\right),
\]

where \( \nu = \ell + \frac{1}{2} \), one obtains the leading-order results

\[
C_{\ell,\text{Limber}}^{Ey} = \frac{1}{4} \frac{1}{(2\pi)^2} \int_0^{r_{\text{re}}} \frac{dr}{r^2} k_1^2 k_1 \sin \theta_{k_1} d\theta_{k_1} P(k_1) P(k_2) \left[ g(\eta) F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right]^2 \times \left( 3 |S_0(\hat{k_1}, \hat{k_2})|^2 + |S_2(\hat{k_1}, \hat{k_2})|^2 \right)
\]

\[
C_{\ell,\text{Limber}}^{By} = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^2} \int_0^{r_{\text{re}}} \frac{dr}{r^2} k_1^2 k_1 \sin \theta_{k_1} d\theta_{k_1} P(k_1) P(k_2) \left[ g(\eta) F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right]^2 |S_1(\hat{k_1}, \hat{k_2})|^2
\]

where \( k_2 = k - k_1 \), \( kr = \ell + \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \eta = \eta_0 - r \). Note that within this approximation, modes with \( m = \pm 1 \) (respectively with \( m = 0 \) and \( m = \pm 2 \)) do not contribute to \( C_{\ell}^{Ey} \) (respectively to \( C_{\ell}^{By} \)). We will see in the next subsection that the above formulae, which are numerically much easier to evaluate than the exact results, do indeed provide an excellent approximation for \( \ell \gtrsim 10 \).

### 4 Numerical results and discussion

We compute the power spectra of the polarization distortion \( E^{y*} \) and \( B^{y*} \)-modes by numerically evaluating the integrals in Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6)-(3.7) with the second-order Boltzmann code SONG [38] (Second Order Non-Gaussianity), using Planck cosmological parameters [1]. Because we are interested in effects that are integrated over a wide range in conformal time, we consider a simple model of instantaneous reionization (see Fig. 1).
Figure 2. Left. Continuous black line: total $E^y$-modes spectrum; dashed black line: total $B^y$-modes spectrum. Individual contribution to the $E^y$-modes for $m = 0, 1, 2$ are respectively in red, green and blue continuous lines. Individual contributions to $B^y$-modes for $m = 1, 2$ are respectively in green and blue dashed lines. Right. We compare the exact spectra to their Limber approximations. Red: $m = 0$ contribution; exact formula in continuous line and Limber approximation in dashed line for $E^y$-modes spectrum. Green: $m = 1$ contribution; exact formula in continuous line and Limber approximation in dashed line for $B^y$-modes spectrum. Blue: $m = 2$ contribution; exact formula in continuous line and Limber approximation in dashed line for $E^y$-modes spectrum.

Figure 3. Left. Red: the $E^y$-modes spectrum of the $y$-type distortion (this article) compared to the standard $E$-mode polarization spectrum (green). Right. The $B^y$-modes spectrum of the $y$-type distortion (this article) in red compared to the standard $B$-modes spectrum induced by weak lensing (in green) and induced by primordial gravitational waves with tensor to scalar ratio $r = 0.001$ (in blue).

Signal of polarization distortion from reionization In the left panel of Fig. 2, we plot the total power spectra for the $E^y$- and $B^y$-modes together with their individual contributions $m = 0, 1, 2$. On the right panel, we compare the Limber approximations to the exact formulas, and see that the agreement is excellent, with the error going as $1/\ell$. The $B^y$-modes are of the same order of magnitude as the $E^y$-modes, since the sources are the same apart from geometrical factors. The signal is very smooth with no baryon acoustic oscillation structure since the baryon
velocity is almost completely similar to the dark matter velocity during reionization (see Fig. 1). It peaks around \( \ell = 280 \), with \( \ell(\ell + 1)C_\ell/(2\pi) \approx 7 \times 10^{-20} \), its amplitude being controlled by the optical depth to reionization. When compared with the cluster contribution reported in Ref. [16], it is one order of magnitude larger at this scale. This can be understood from simple arguments. First, the local velocities of baryons in the intergalactic medium or of the point sources such as galaxy clusters are expected to be of the same order. Second, it is true that the baryon density is higher inside clusters due to the non-linear collapse of matter. However, when averaged at a given redshift over a volume of typical size larger than the typical intercluster scale, the number of electrons should be of the same order as the one found from the linear description. Provided we consider angular scales subtending transverse distances that are larger than the typical intercluster scale, we thus expect the contribution from the intergalactic medium computed in our mildly non-linear formalism (that is second order) to account correctly for the contribution due to the kinetic motion of clusters. With a typical intercluster distance of 20 Mpc, seen at a redshift \( z = 1 \), that is at a comoving distance of approximately 3400 Mpc, it corresponds to angular scales larger than 20', that is to multipoles \( \ell \) smaller than roughly 500. Finally, one should however take into account the fact that the contribution from the intergalactic medium develops from the beginning of reionization (around \( z = 12 \)) onwards — when its contribution is the largest — whereas the contribution coming from the galaxy clusters peculiar velocity starts to contribute at much later times, when galaxy clusters have formed. Hence, the total contribution integrated over all redshifts of the intergalactic medium computed with second-order perturbation theory should be larger than the clusters contribution, at least in the range where the mildly non-linear description accounts correctly for the clusters contribution, that is for \( \ell \lesssim 500 \).

**Comparison with the standard polarization** In Fig. 3 we also compare the power spectra of the \( E^y \)- and \( B^y \)-modes of the \( y \)-type distortion with the spectra of the standard \( E \)- and \( B \)-modes of polarization. Since the \( y \)-type polarization distortion is a second-order effect, its power spectrum is expected to be much smaller than the standard polarization, as it involves two powers of the primordial power spectrum. The latter being of order \( 10^{-10} \), one would expect the spectrum of the \( E^y \)-modes to be roughly 10 order of magnitude smaller than the one of the standard \( E \)-modes. One could even think it would be 12 orders of magnitude smaller if we take into account the fact that only 10% of the visibility function \( g(\eta) \) contribute in the reionization era. However, one should take into account the facts that i) the standard \( E \)-modes are already suppressed by tight-coupling during recombination and ii) the sources (2.12) are quadratic in the linear baryon velocity, which in turn is boosted by a factor \( k\eta \) with respect to the primordial fluctuations (see Fig. 1). We find indeed that the spectrum of the polarization distortion \( E^y \)-modes is approximately only 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the one of the standard \( E \)-modes at \( \ell = 200 \). Furthermore, the spectrum of the polarization distortion \( B^y \)-modes is two orders of magnitude smaller than the contribution from primordial gravitational waves with tensor to scalar ratio \( r = 0.001 \). However, one should remember that the spectral shape in the \( y \)-type polarization distortion signal is very different from the standard polarization, and that there is more signal in the former than in the latter. This can be seen from the left panel of Fig. 5, where
we show the different spectral shapes of polarization, namely the standard signal and the $y$-type distortion, together with a blackbody spectrum for comparison. The brightness for the $y$-type distortion peaks at higher frequency than the brightness of the standard signal, and for nearly all frequencies it is larger in absolute value.

**Cross-correlation with the intensity distortion** To improve the hopes of detection of the $y$-type polarization distortion, one can consider its cross-correlation with the $y$-type intensity distortion, the latter being larger in magnitude [12] and with more signal-to-noise. One might be concerned that the intensity $y$-type distortion is not dominated by the contribution from the non-linear kSZ effect of the intergalactic medium, but rather by the tSZ effect from unresolved clusters. However the latter will contribute only at low redshifts when galaxy clusters have formed, whereas the distortion from the non-linear kSZ effect due to the intergalactic medium, both in intensity and polarization, contributes mostly at the beginning of reionization around $z \approx 12$, where the visibility function is the largest. This can be seen more rigorously by examination of the integrand of the Limber approximation [e.g. Eq. (3.10)] for the angular spectrum of polarization distortion $E_y$-modes. Once the Fourier modes integral has been performed, there remains only one integral on the comoving distance $r$, and by plotting the corresponding integrand in Fig. 4 for several multipoles, we find indeed that it is larger for high redshifts. The same result is found for the intensity $y$-type distortion spectrum. Apart from the very large angular scales, there
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**Figure 4.** *Left.* From the Limber approximation (3.10) for the polarization distortion $E_y$-modes spectrum, we plot the integrand of the outer integral on the comoving distance $r$ [multiplied by $\ell(\ell+1)/(2\pi)$], for $\ell = 100$ (red), $\ell = 300$ (green) and $\ell = 1000$ (blue). *Right.* From the Limber approximation (C.16) for the intensity $y$-type distortion spectrum, we plot the integrand of the outer integral on the comoving distance $r$ [multiplied by $\ell(\ell+1)/(2\pi)$], for $\ell = 100$ (red), $\ell = 300$ (green) and $\ell = 1000$ (blue).

would thus be no correlation between the tSZ signal and the intergalactic contribution to the non-linear kSZ effect. In Appendix C, we summarize the formalism necessary to compute the correlation between the $y$-type polarization distortion and the $y$-type intensity distortion. We have evaluated it numerically using SONG and plotted the results thus obtained in the right panel of Fig. 5. Unfortunately, it appears that the cross correlation of the $E_y$-modes polarization
distortion with the intensity distortion is actually not larger, but on the contrary slightly smaller in magnitude, than the auto correlation of the $E^y$-modes.
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**Figure 5.** Left. Red: intensity brightness for a blackbody spectrum $[E^3 I_{BB}(E/T_0)]$. Green: brightness of the standard polarization $[E^3 \partial I_{BB}(E/T_0)/\partial \ln E]$. Blue: brightness of the $y$-type distortion $[E^3 D^y E I_{BB}(E/T_0)]$ (see Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9)). All curves have been divided by $T_0^3$ to make them dimensionless, with $T_0 = 2.73$ K. The blackbody brightness peaks at 160 GHz, while the $y$-type distortion brightness peaks at 370 GHz. Right. Red: the angular power spectrum of polarization distortion $E^y$-modes; Green: the cross correlation of polarization distortion $E^y$-modes with $y$-type intensity distortion (continuous when positive and dashed when negative); Blue: the angular power spectrum of intensity $y$-type distortion.

### 5 Conclusions

CMB anisotropies measurements have now entered a high precision era in angular resolution. In addition, future CMB experiments aim to measure with great accuracy the deviation from blackbody nature of these anisotropies. This will open a new field of research and a new observational window into out-of-equilibrium and energy injection phenomena that cannot be probed otherwise, as well as it will add possibilities to set constraints on cosmological parameters. In particular, the angular correlations of temperature fluctuations, in two point function or higher order statistics, are not enough if we want to capture optimally the spectral information. Since CMB experiments measure both the intensity and the linear polarization, this spectral characterization has to be performed for both signals. Indeed, the main physical effect responsible for the spectral distortions of polarization is different from the one responsible for the intensity distortion. In the former case, the non-linear kSZ effect is the dominant contribution, whereas the thermal SZ effect dominates largely the intensity distortion. The cosmological information gathered from spectral distortions in polarization thus provides independent information.

In this article, we have computed the angular power spectrum of spectral distortions in polarization generated by the intergalactic medium. It is sourced by the difference between the velocities of electrons and photons, and its dominant contribution is therefore coming from the
epoch of reionization. Even though the signal is very small, it is guaranteed in the standard cosmological model, and since its spectral shape is very different from the one of the standard polarization of the CMB, it is in principle possible to disentangle them. Spectral distortions in polarization are mainly sensitive to the optical depth to reionization \( \tau_{\text{re}} \) for which it could provide an independent estimation. Finally, we have found that most of the signal is on intermediary scales with an angular power spectrum which does not have baryon acoustic oscillation features.

The numerical computation were performed with the second-order code SONG and we have shown that a Limber approximation is sufficient to compute the theoretical expectation of a given model for these scales of interest.
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A Multipolar expansion of the collision term

In this appendix, we show how to obtain the multipolar expansion of

\[
C_{ij}^{(L.O.)}(k, \hat{n}) = -\frac{1}{10} K \{ [v_i(k_1)v_j(k_2)]^{TT} \}
\]

where we omit to mention the obvious time-dependence, and we recall that \( K \) denotes the convolution operator (2.19). Writing

\[
C_{ij}^{(L.O.)}(k, \hat{n}) = \sum_{x, \ell, m} \frac{1}{N_\ell} [E[C^y]_{\ell m}(k) \pm iB[C^y]_{\ell m}(k)] Y^{\pm 2}_{\ell m}(\hat{n}) m^x_i m^x_j,
\]

we can extract, using \( m^x_i m^x_j = 1 - \delta^x_i \delta^x_j \) and \( n^i m^x_i = 0 \):

\[
\sum_{\ell m} [E[C^y]_{\ell m}(k) \pm iB[C^y]_{\ell m}(k)] \frac{Y^{\pm 2}_{\ell m}(\hat{n})}{N_\ell} = -\frac{1}{10} K \{ m^{\pm i} m^{\pm j} v_i(k_1)v_j(k_2) \}.
\]

Now, we use Eq. (2.16) to write

\[
v_i(k_1)n^i = \frac{1}{N_1} \sum_{m=-1}^{1} Y_{1m}(\hat{n}) v_m(k_1)
\]

where

\[
v_m(k_1) = \sqrt{\frac{4\pi}{3}} Y^*_{1m}(\hat{k}_1) F(k_1, \eta) \Phi(k_1)
\]

and where we recall that the spherical harmonics are defined with the \( z \) axis aligned along the direction of the Fourier vector \( k \) of interest. Equipped with the projection Eq. (A.4) of
along the local normal vector \( n' \), we obtain its projection on the local polarization basis by differentiating this relation:

\[
m^{\pm j} \nabla_j (v_i (k_1)n') = v_i (k_1)m^{\pm i},
\]

(A.6)

where \( \nabla \) is the covariant derivative on the unit-sphere. With

\[
m^{\pm j} \nabla_j (Y_{1m}) = \pm Y_{1m}^{\pm 1},
\]

(A.7)

we therefore obtain

\[
m^{\mp i} m^{\mp j} v_i (k_1)v_j (k_2) = \frac{1}{N_1} \sum_{m,n} v_m (k_1)v_n (k_2) Y_{1m}^{\pm 1} Y_{1n}^{\mp 1}
\]

(A.8)

Noting eventually that

\[
Y_{1m}^{\pm 1} Y_{1n}^{\mp 1} = \frac{3}{2\sqrt{5\pi}} \langle 1, m; 1, n | 2, m+n \rangle Y_{2m+n}^{\pm 2},
\]

(A.9)

where \( \langle l_1, m_1; l_2, m_2 | l, m \rangle \) denotes the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, we finally identify that

\[
B \left[ C_y \right]_{\ell m} = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad E \left[ C_y \right]_{\ell m} (k) = \delta_{\ell K} \left\{ S_m (\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) F (k_1, \eta) F (k_2, \eta) \Phi (k_1) \Phi (k_2) \right\}
\]

(A.10)

where

\[
S_m (\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) = -\frac{\pi}{15} \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \sum_{n=-1}^{1} \alpha_{n,m} \left( Y_{1}^{m-n} (\hat{k}_1) Y_{1}^{n} (\hat{k}_2) \right)^*
\]

(A.11)

with the notation

\[
\alpha_{0,m} \equiv \sqrt{(4-m^2)}, \quad \alpha_{\pm 1,m} \equiv \sqrt{(2 \pm m)(2 \pm m - 1)/2}
\]

(A.12)

(this implies that \( S_{-2} = S_2^* \) and \( S_{-1} = -S_1^* \)).

### B Correlation functions of polarization patterns and angular power spectra

For the sake of completeness, in this appendix we give the relations between the angular power spectra calculated in section 3 and observable correlation functions. There is no original material here: these relations are formally the same as for the standard CMB polarization, and we refer the reader to Ref. [34] for instance, which we follow closely.

It is first convenient to define genuine spin-0 quantities out of the spin-2 Stokes parameters \( Q^y \) and \( U^y \). We therefore define

\[
\tilde{E}_y (x, n) \equiv \frac{1}{2} \left[ (\Phi^*)^2 (Q^y + i U^y)(x, n) + \Phi^2 (Q^y - i U^y)(x, n) \right]
\]

\[
= \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} \frac{(\ell + 2)!}{(\ell - 2)!} c^y_{\ell m} (x) Y_{\ell m} (n; \hat{e})
\]

(B.1)
and

\[ \tilde{B}^y(x, n) = -\frac{i}{2} [(\varphi^*)^2(Q^y + iU^y)(x, n) - \varphi^2(Q^y - iU^y)(x, n)] \]

\[ = \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \frac{(\ell + 2)!}{(\ell - 2)!} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} b^y_{\ell m}(x) Y_{\ell m}(\hat{n}; \hat{e}), \quad (B.2) \]

where \( \varphi \) and \( \varphi^* \) are the spin raising and lowering operators and where \( e^y_{\ell m} \) and \( b^y_{\ell m} \) are defined in Eq. (3.2). Besides being spin-0 quantities, \( \tilde{E}^y(x, n) \) and \( \tilde{B}^y(x, n) \) are particularly convenient to adopt because they verify \[ \tilde{E}^y = \text{div div} y_{ij}, \quad \tilde{B}^y = \text{rot rot} y_{ij}. \quad (B.3) \]

Hence \( \tilde{E}^y \) and \( \tilde{B}^y \) are locally related to the observable polarization distortion pattern \( y_{ij} \) and \( \tilde{E}^y \) measures “gradient-type” polarization distortion while \( \tilde{B}^y \) measures “curl-type” polarization distortion. They are directly related to the multipolar coefficients \( E^y_{\ell m} \) and \( B^y_{\ell m} \) as

\[ \tilde{E}^y(x, n) = \int \frac{d^3k}{(2\pi)^3} e^{ik \cdot x} \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \frac{(\ell + 2)!}{(\ell - 2)!} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} E^y_{\ell m}(k) Y_{\ell m}(n; k), \quad (B.4) \]

\[ \tilde{B}^y(x, n) = \int \frac{d^3k}{(2\pi)^3} e^{ik \cdot x} \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \frac{(\ell + 2)!}{(\ell - 2)!} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} B^y_{\ell m}(k) Y_{\ell m}(n; k), \quad (B.5) \]

where \( Y_{\ell m}(n; k) \) indicates that the spherical harmonics are defined with respect to the \( z \) axis aligned with the wave vector \( k \). We find therefore that their angular correlation functions are related to the power-spectra (3.3) by\(^5\)

\[ \langle \tilde{E}^y(x, n) \tilde{E}^y(x, n') \rangle = \frac{1}{4\pi} \sum_{\ell=0}^{\infty} \frac{(\ell + 2)!}{(\ell - 2)!} (2\ell + 1) P_\ell(n \cdot n') C^{E^y}_\ell \quad (B.6) \]

\[ \langle \tilde{B}^y(x, n) \tilde{B}^y(x, n') \rangle = \frac{1}{4\pi} \sum_{\ell=0}^{\infty} \frac{(\ell + 2)!}{(\ell - 2)!} (2\ell + 1) P_\ell(n \cdot n') C^{B^y}_\ell \quad (B.7) \]

where \( P_\ell \) denotes the Legendre polynomial of order \( \ell \).

C  Cross-correlation with intensity distortion

In this appendix, we calculate the cross-correlation between the \( y \)-type polarization distortion and the \( y \)-type intensity distortion. Following the same reasoning as in the main text, we solve the Boltzmann equation for the intensity distortion

\[ y' + n' \partial_t y = \tau' (y + C^y) \quad (C.1) \]

\(^5\)There are typos in Eqs. 5.78-5.80 of Ref. [34], which are corrected here.
with the leading-order contribution to the collision term identified as \[12\]
\[
C_y(\mathbf{L}, \mathbf{O}, \eta) = 3v_i v_i + 11/20 v_i v_j n^i n^j, (C.2)
\]
where \(\langle ij \rangle\) means the symmetric traceless part. The corresponding integral solution is
\[
y(\eta_0, k_i, n^i) = \int_{\eta_0}^{\eta} d\eta g(\eta) e^{-i k_i n^i r(\eta)} C_y(\mathbf{L}, \mathbf{O}, \eta, k_i, n^i). (C.3)
\]
We then expand in spherical harmonics the contribution of a given Fourier mode, for \(y\):
\[
y(\mathbf{k}, \hat{n}) = \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} \frac{1}{N_\ell} y_{\ell m}(\mathbf{k}) Y_{\ell m}(\hat{n}), (C.4)
\]
and for the collision term:
\[
C_y(\mathbf{L}, \mathbf{O}, \eta, \mathbf{k}, \hat{n}) = \sum_{\ell m} \frac{1}{N_\ell} C^{y}_{\ell m}(\mathbf{k}) Y_{\ell m}(\hat{n}). (C.5)
\]
Following steps similar to the ones detailed in Appendix A, we find a monopolar and a quadrupolar contribution:
\[
C^{y}_{\ell m}(\mathbf{k}) = \mathcal{K} \left\{ \left[ \delta^0_{\ell} \delta^0_{m} S^{y}_{00}(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) + \delta^2_{\ell} S^{y}_{2m}(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) \right] F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \Phi(k_1) \Phi(k_2) \right\} (C.6)
\]
where
\[
S^{y}_{00}(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) = -\frac{1}{3} \hat{k}_1 \cdot \hat{k}_2 (C.7)
\]
and
\[
S^{y}_{2m}(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) = -\frac{11}{\sqrt{6}} S_m(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) = \frac{11\pi}{45} \sum_{n=-1}^{1} \alpha_{n,m} \left( Y^{m-n}_1(\hat{k}_1) Y^n_1(\hat{k}_2) \right)^* (C.8)
\]
Using the Rayleigh formula, we then obtain
\[
y_{\ell m}(\mathbf{k}) = \mathcal{K} \left\{ \int_{\eta_0}^{\eta} d\eta g(\eta) \left[ j_{\ell}^{(2m)}[k r(\eta)] S^{y}_{2m}(\hat{k}_1, \hat{k}_2) \right] F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \Phi(k_1) \Phi(k_2) \right\} (C.9)
\]
where the expressions of the functions \(j_{\ell}^{(2m)}\) are given in Appendix D. From this the angular power spectra can be obtained by summing all the Fourier modes contributions, giving
\[
(2l + 1)^2 C^{E_y}_{\ell} = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{m=-2}^{2} \int dk k^2 Q^{E_y}_{\ell m}(k) (C.10)
\]
\[
(2l + 1)^2 C^{y}_{\ell} = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{m=-2}^{2} \int dk k^2 Q^{y}_{\ell m}(k) (C.11)
\]
(the correlation between $y$ and $B^y$ vanishes by parity), where we defined

$$
\langle y_{\ell m}(k)E_{\ell m'}^*(k') \rangle = (2\pi)^3 \delta^3(k - k') Q_{\ell m}^{y E}(k) \delta_{m'm'}
$$  \tag{C.12}

$$
\langle y_{\ell m}(k)\hat{y}_{\ell m'}(k') \rangle = (2\pi)^3 \delta^3(k - k') Q_{\ell m}^{\hat{y} y}(k) \delta_{m'm'}.
$$  \tag{C.13}

From Eqs. (2.20)-(C.9), one easily obtains

$$
Q_{\ell m}^{y y}(k) = \frac{2(2\ell + 1)^2}{(2\pi)^3} \int d^3k_1 P(k_1)P(k_2)
$$

$$
\times \left| \int_{\eta_0}^{\eta_0} d\eta g(\eta) \{ S_{2m}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) j^{(2m)}_{\ell} [kr(\eta)] + S_{00}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) j_{\ell} [kr(\eta)] \delta^0_m \} F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right|^2
$$

and

$$
Q_{\ell m}^{y E}(k) = \frac{2(2\ell + 1)^2}{(2\pi)^3} \int d^3k_1 P(k_1)P(k_2)
$$

$$
\times \left( \int_{\eta_0}^{\eta_0} d\eta g(\eta) \left\{ S_{2m}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) j^{(2m)}_{\ell} [kr(\eta)] + S_{00}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) j_{\ell} [kr(\eta)] \delta^0_m \right\} F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right) \times \left( S_{m}^*(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) \int_{\eta_0}^{\eta_0} d\eta g(\eta) \epsilon_{\ell}^{(m)} [kr(\eta)] F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right),
$$

with the same notations as in § 3.2. Following the same arguments as there, we find that the auto-correlation of intensity distortion reads, within the Limber approximation:

$$
C_{\ell}^{y y} = \frac{2}{(2\pi)^2} \int_{0}^{r_{\text{re}}} \frac{dr}{r^2} k_1^2 dk_1 \sin \theta_{k_1} d\theta_{k_1} P(k_1) P(k_2) (g(\eta) F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta))^2
$$

$$
\times \left( \left| S_{00}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) + \frac{1}{2} S_{20}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) \right|^2 + \frac{3}{4} \left| S_{22}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) \right|^2 \right). \tag{C.16}
$$

Similarly, the cross correlation between intensity distortion and polarization distortion is, in the Limber approximation:

$$
C_{\ell}^{y E} = \frac{2}{(2\pi)^2} \int_{0}^{r_{\text{re}}} \frac{dr}{r^2} k_1^2 dk_1 \sin \theta_{k_1} d\theta_{k_1} P(k_1) P(k_2) \left( g(\eta) F(k_1, \eta) F(k_2, \eta) \right)^2
$$

$$
\times \left\{ \sqrt{\frac{3}{8}} \left[ S_{00}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) + \frac{1}{2} S_{20}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) \right] S_{0}^*(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) - \frac{1}{4} \sqrt{\frac{3}{2}} S_{22}^y(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) S_{22}^*(\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2) \right\}. \tag{C.17}
$$

It is displayed on the right panel of Fig. 5.
D Expressions of special functions

We first give the expressions of $\epsilon^{(m)}_\ell$ and $\beta^{(m)}_\ell$ entering into the results Eqs. (2.20)-(2.21) for the spectral distortions $E$- and $B$-modes:

$$\epsilon^{(0)}_\ell(x) = \frac{\sqrt{3(\ell + 2)!}}{8(\ell - 2)!} \frac{j_\ell(x)}{x^2},$$

$$\epsilon^{(1)}_\ell(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{(\ell - 1)(\ell + 2)} \left[ \frac{j_\ell(x)}{x^2} + \frac{j'_\ell(x)}{x} \right],$$

$$\epsilon^{(2)}_\ell(x) = \frac{1}{4} \left[ -j_\ell(x) + j''_\ell(x) + 2\frac{j_\ell(x)}{x^2} + 4\frac{j'_\ell(x)}{x} \right],$$

(D.1)

and

$$\beta^{(0)}_\ell(x) = 0,$$

$$\beta^{(1)}_\ell(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{(\ell - 1)(\ell + 2)} \frac{j_\ell(x)}{x},$$

$$\beta^{(2)}_\ell(x) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ j'_\ell(x) + 2\frac{j_\ell(x)}{x} \right],$$

(D.2)

where $j_\ell(x)$ denotes the spherical Bessel function of order $\ell$, and with $\epsilon^{(-1)}_\ell = \epsilon^{(1)}_\ell$, $\epsilon^{(-2)}_\ell = \epsilon^{(2)}_\ell$, $\beta^{(-1)}_\ell = -\beta^{(1)}_\ell$ and $\beta^{(-2)}_\ell = -\beta^{(2)}_\ell$.

We then give the expressions of $j^{(2m)}_\ell(x)$ entering into the result Eq. (C.9) for the intensity spectral distortion:

$$j^{(20)}_\ell(x) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 3j''_\ell(x) + j_\ell(x) \right],$$

(D.3)

$$j^{(21)}_\ell(x) = \sqrt{\frac{3\ell(\ell + 1)}{2}} \left( \frac{j_\ell(x)}{x} \right),$$

(D.4)

$$j^{(22)}_\ell(x) = \sqrt{\frac{3(\ell + 2)!}{8(\ell - 2)!}} \frac{j_\ell(x)}{x^2},$$

(D.5)

with $j^{(2-2)}_\ell = j^{(22)}_\ell$ and $j^{(2-1)}_\ell = j^{(21)}_\ell$.
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